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This website is a celebration of all the hard work we have
done to conserve our national heritage for the past three

years. It is also a repository of the diverse cultural heritage
of Sri Lanka. The video demonstrated the Indian

government's sensitivity towards the Sri Lankan Tamils.
Instead of blaming the LTTE, it is seeking the help of the Sri
Lankan government to get the LTTE to finally lay down arms
by meeting the conditions they have laid down for this. The

government will also welcome the LTTE to a "peaceful
dialogue" to find an amicable solution to the problem. The
Indian government has deployed satellites to monitor the
LTTE activities in the Sri Lankan island. This has come as

the government is finding it very difficult to control the LTTE
with over 6,000 SLA soldiers. It could be both Indian

satellites. The Indian one with AESA radar for Nasser target
is at 3880 kms (4346 yards) while a Chinese one with 2
AESA radars at 12 km and 30 km orbits is at 5380 kms
(5842 yards) (1110 am and 1400 pm respectively). The

Indian satellite is not being used for military purpose and it
cannot be used for military purpose. The Indian satellite has
been for probably very long in orbit. It is one of the oldest in

orbit, a life time of at least several years. The two Indian
satellites are used for a lot more than Indian military. They
are for all weather weather monitoring, weather forecast,

earth observation. The Chinese one is for scientific study of
the earth's climate, its patterns, its variation from day to
day and year to year. But for Sri Lankan LTTE to use that
satellite for military purposes is more than surprising. Lt.

Fernando has three children, but there is no mention of his
wife. The army says Fernando was killed by a rebel bomb.

The army says Fernando was killed by a rebel bomb It is not
clear if Fernando left any other family. The family members,
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however, denied that Fernando or his family was killed.
There has been some controversy, however, over who killed
Fernando and it is still not certain whether he was killed by

the army or a bomb from the LTTE. Fernando was a
Corporal in the army. As a Corporal, he was posted in

Moratuwa, with the 13 Special Forces Battalion. F
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